Virtual Light The Night’s School Experience Guide

VIRTUAL EVENT SITE: https://ltn.virtualeventsite.com/schools/

TIPS FOR VIRTUAL EXPERIENCE FOR SCHOOLS:

- Decide if you will be participating as a school or individual classrooms
- Set aside 20-30 minutes to experience the full event experience
- Utilize the create-your-own lantern activity prior to the event so students have them ready as they participate
- Personalize the provided pre-show PowerPoint to kick off your virtual experience
- Follow this guide to make the most of your experience
- Use the provided email template to send to parents/guardian so they can continue to Light The Night with their families at home
- All of the materials referenced above can be found on the LLS School Resource Library. The password to access these documents is LLS2023.

KICKING OFF YOUR EXPERIENCE

Follow this flow to start your Light The Night Virtual Experience.

1. Start with the PowerPoint pre-show
2. Navigate to the event site to watch the ceremony video together on the Ceremony Page (Age appropriate for students K-12)
3. Take a class picture together on the Shining Light Selfie Station Page
4. Then customize your experience by visiting the other pages using the guide
5. Use the virtual fireworks video as the finale to your experience

LANTERN EXPERIENCES

Three special areas designed for mission connection moments around Light The Night’s lanterns.

Circle of Survivors brought to you by Pharmacyclics & Janssen, National Presenting Sponsor of Survivorship & Hope
The Circle of Survivors page highlights survivor stories of school Honored Heroes from across the country. Visit this page to read their stories together as a class. If your school/class has a Honored Hero you can add them to the circle together.

Remembrance Pavilion
The Remembrance Pavilion pays tribute to loved ones lost to cancer. Because this may be a tough concept to discuss in a school setting, we recommend teachers/administrators use their best judgement on whether to visit this page.

Supporter Celebration
The Supporter Celebration page allows participants to take a special augmented reality selfie with the iconic Light The Night lantern. While this is a fun and interactive experience, it may be easier for students to experience this at home, as this only accommodates one student at a time. Be sure to visit the Shining Light Selfie Station to take a class picture!
FESTIVAL EXPERIENCES

Shining Light Selfie Station
Visit the Shining Light Selfie Station page to take a Light The Night class picture! You can choose from a variety of different backgrounds to showcase how you Light The Night. You will be able to save the image to share with the school community. Visit the gallery to see other classes & participants who are lighting the night across the country!

Words of Light brought to you by AbbVie
Visit the Words of Light page to add some encouraging words the class would like to share with kids who are living with cancer.

Mission Music
Visit the Mission Music page to listen to the special Light The Night soundtrack. The soundtrack includes uplifting & empowering music as well as special mission messages from survivors and participants.

Kids Zone
Visit the Kids Zone page to download and use the Lantern worksheet so the class can create their own lanterns. This page also features two LLS Curriculum activities as well as a coloring app that students can engage with at home. Reminder: You have access to the full LLS Curriculum to leverage in your classroom!